The purpose of this article is to show the Jewish involvement in the toll collection in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The following aspects are explored: the legal position, the financial involvement, and conditions of the everyday work of the Jewish toll collectors, as well as the conflicts connected with this profession. The author based her research upon mostly unknown primary sources, including Lithuanian Treasury documents and different court acts. Upon examination of those sources it becomes clear that the Jews played a significant role in the tax collection in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in that period. What is more, not only members of the economic elite were involved in the cooperation with the state treasury.
"Go to Lithuania or Ruthenia-Jews collect the tolls, Jews collect the taxes, Jews administrate the monopoly leases."
1 -said one seventeenthcentury author of anti-Jewish works.
Historiography is yet to fully analyze the nature of cooperation between Jews and the state treasury in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Recent research focuses primarily on outstanding individuals, i.e. representatives of the Jewish economic elite, for whom leasing state income was only a stage in their career. 2 But there is a lack of research focusing on the everyday life of Jews who worked with the state treasury.
This article thus seeks to explore the activity of Jewish toll (cło) collectors who held monopoly leases (arendy) on taxes from the state and royal treasury. To this end, I will attempt to determine the different types of monopoly leases, whether tax collection was an occupation typical of Lithuanian Jews, and what characterized the everyday work of Jewish collectors. I will also address the role that Jews played in the treasury administration, as well as how treasury institutions of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth functioned on lower levels.
For several reasons, I will examine these issues in the context of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (henceforth: GDL). The first is that moreliberal Lithuanian laws allowed Jews a wider range of cooperation with the state treasury than in the Crown of the Kingdom of Poland. second is that Lithuanian Treasury materials are much better preserved than those of the Crown.
This study will focus on the time period from the middle of the seventeenth century to the second half of the eighteenth century. This is due to the availability of source materials. Although there are no treasury documents from the early seventeenth century, such documents from the mid-seventeenth century are well preserved. Near the end of the 1740s, Jews limited their cooperation with the GDL. Contrary to that in earlier periods, the nature of cooperation between Jews and the state treasury in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries has not yet been addressed in the literature. One of the purposes of this article is thus to show that the collection of state taxes-an occupation typical of the Jewish financial elite in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 4 -was also leased to Jews in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
For the analysis, I have used mainly treasury documents from the Treasury Commission of the Lithuanian State Historical Archives in Vilna (Lith. Vilnius), records from the Treasury Tribunal, records from the Lithuanian Metrica, and other individual documents from magnate archives (Archiwum Radziwiłłów [Radziwiłł Family Archives]), and municipal record books. I have also used documents published by the Vilnius Archaeographical Commission. Exact representation of the activity of Jewish toll collectors is impossible due to incomplete source material. In particular, it is difficult to examine the work of Jews employed by official tax administrators (arendarze). What we do know most often comes from records of trials held before the assessor's court or the Treasury Tribunal. Yet we have very little information on the everyday activity of toll chambers. For this reason, many questions posed in this article will remain unanswered.
The existing literature on the subject does little to describe the work of Jewish toll collectors. Although the tax and treasury systems of the Jurgita Šiaučìūnaitė-Verbickienė, Žydai Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštystės visuomenėje: Sambūvio aspektai (Vilnius, 2009). The rights and privileges affecting Jews collaborating with the treasury will be discussed in detail later in this article. Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth have been fairly well researched, these issues have thus far been covered primarily from the political perspective. An exception here is the recent research of Anna Filipczak-Kocur, which presents in detail source materials concerning the lease of customs in the GDL.
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Tolls and Their Lease
Tolls were an exceptional tax, which was imposed as needed by the Sejm. In the first half of the seventeenth century, tolls were not collected annually; 6 but as the financial situation of the state worsened, the Sejm began to impose them at every meeting. Fees were collected according to regulations issued by the Sejm at regular intervals. Aside from tolls imposed by the Sejm for the state treasury, "old tolls" were also taken-i.e. taxes on transported goods that went to the court treasury to support the needs of the king. In most cases, toll chambers collected a variety of taxes.
7 For this reason, I will hereinafter treat those who cooperated with the court treasury and the state treasury-as well as the court treasury and state treasury themselves-as one. I will also not distinguish between customs officers and toll collectors.
Toll collection was leased out on the principle of plus offerendum, i.e. to whomever could pay the most. Aside from official sums collected for the state treasury, collectors usually took a "service tax" for the treasurer. The wide use of monopoly leases in the GDL treasury system had many advantages. Among other things, it reduced the scope of treasurer's duties, which lowered costs and simplified the operation of the treasury administration. 8 Several forms of lease were practiced. One variation was that the right to collect all types of tolls was transferred to one person. This was a form of gratification given to persons of merit for the court.
9 However, cases of all toll taxes being leased out were rare even among Christians, as such contracts required significant financial input from the administrator.
Most often, toll fees remained within the treasury administration. The treasurer would then sign contracts for the lease of specific toll chambers, or for collection within a given area. Regardless of what kind of contract was signed at the central level, individual points were leased to subcollectors or contractors.
Tolls were collected at toll chambers and sub-chambers. The Sejm constitutions gave the treasurer the right to establish chambers and subchambers anywhere; but for obvious reasons, they were usually located near the most important trade routes. 10 The Lithuanian Treasury was not staffed by a professional cadre that could execute tax collection, so the task was left to the lessees.
It seemed that Jews were the most appropriate social group to administer toll taxes in the GDL. This was primarily due to their professional qualifications. In Christian society, it was believed that "Jews moderate and record all of their expenses and earnings better than Christians, and there is no Jew who cannot write and count."
11 Jews usually knew how to read and write, and had basic accounting skills.
12 Moreover, additional competencies learned in toll chambers were passed down from generation to generation. Due to their large-scale financial operations, some of them had the liquid cash-which was necessary especially at the beginning stages-to invest in a new lease. 
Jewish Toll Collectors: The Law
Leasing state income to the Jews was facilitated by law. The economic activity of Jews in the GDL was limited by many prohibitions. Jewish crafts and trade were especially limited in cities where the Christian middle-class was strong. 13 However, cooperation with the state treasury was bound by other laws.
At the beginning of the period discussed here, there were no legal regulations specifying who had the right to lease state income. The Sejm constitution of 1565-which forbade Jews to lease state income, and which was adopted before the Union of Lublin was signed-was binding only in the Crown, and not in the GDL.
14 All Jews had to do to cooperate with the state treasury was to obtain an appropriate ḥazakah, or permit. This guaranteed Jewish toll collectors a secure lease by restricting internal competition.
15 To some extent, it seems that the highest Jewish autonomous authorities supported their coreligionists in the administration of state income. In 1623, the elders of the Vaad Medinat Lita (the Council of Lithuanian Jews) emphasized that, "if customs were in Jewish hands in every town, the Jews would prosper well." At subsequent meetings of the Vaad in the 1620s and 1630s, resolutions were adopted to encourage Jews to lease state income. The Vaad only forbade them from working in newly established toll chambers.
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Special privileges for Jews began to change in the middle of the seventeenth century. In 1661, for the first time in a constitution imposing a new toll increase, as well as an auctio subsidiorum, a clause prohibiting Jews from leasing these taxes was included. A similar clause was added in 1676. 17 Only in 1678 was a law introduced stating that "Jews, Tartars, and other infidels, 13 On the economic rights of Jews in the GDL, cf. Cieśla, "Sharing a Commonwealth," 33-39.
14 "In order that Jews will not be allowed to lease customs, tolls, etc. " Due to formalities, the constitution was not binding in the GDL, as it was passed before the Union of Lublin. It did occur that pre-union laws were binding in the GDL, but-as treasury documents show-the usage of this law was different. 18 At the end of the seventeenth century, sejmik instructions ever more frequently specified that administration of state income not be leased to Jews. 19 In 1703, a man named Jakub Hendelowicz, a Jew from Slutsk who was said to have signed a contract to perform writing duties for the chamber in Rzeczyca (now Rechytsa in Belarus), testified that:
he has not had, does not have, and does not want any information about [the toll chamber], not only because he has not administrated the toll tax for a long time, but because the law strictly prohibits Jews from becoming writers in toll chambers and sub-chambers.
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During the same time period, Sejm constitutions prohibiting monopoly leases to Jews were increasingly invoked during trials of Jewish toll collectors. 21 In 1712, Antoni Rudomina Dusiacki received a royal privilege: the right to accuse and pursue Jewish toll collectors working in the Brasław (now Brasłau in Belarus) district. 22 In the mid-eighteenth century, it seems that reinforcement of these regulations became more restrictive. Starting from the early 1730s, the number references to Jewish toll collectors in source documents began to decrease. As I know, the last trial concerning Jews working at toll chambers in Żmudź (now Samogitia in Lithuania) took place at an assembly of the Treasury Tribunal in 1748.
How Many Jewish Toll Collectors Were There?
Due to the nature of source materials, we cannot say exactly how many Jewish toll collectors there were. There are no mass sources providing any quantitative data for this group. Another research problem is that sources are scattered and ambiguous. Only in exceptional cases was the lease of all income directly entrusted to Jews by the treasury. In such cases, the treasury kept officially signed contracts.
Most often, however, the Jews had private agreements with official treasury administrators. Many of these have not been preserved, and the ones that have are kept in private family archives. A few were also recorded in municipal records completely by accident. Yet most available information about the work of Jews comes from court records of conflicts and other affairs. Understandably, these records only reference some Jewish toll collectors. When analyzing the scale of Jewish involvement in toll collection, it is important to note that only official lease administrators, i.e. elites, appear in the majority of sources. In practice, taxes were also collected by persons employed by official administrators. Although this group of lower-level employees appears to be the most numerous, source documents do not allow more precise estimates.
For Lithuanian Jews, leasing toll collection was generally not an important occupation, as the number of collectors was small with respect to the size of entire community. However, it should be noted that Jews among "treasury collaborators" must have been a fairly visible and possibly quite numerous group. This is evidenced by frequent references in sources such as sejmik instructions, protests, anti-Jewish works, and court documents. For example, in 1670, 24 administrators of various customs chambers from the entire area of the GDL, 6 of whom were Jews, were accused of and tried for not paying their duties from old customs tax.
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Chronology of the Phenomenon
Source materials indicate that cooperation between Jews and the state treasury was more widespread in the seventeenth century than in the eighteenth century. It is certain that in the seventeenth century, more Jews leased customs collection, and contracts were concluded with both the court and state treasury. In the eighteenth century, fewer and fewer Jews cooperated with the treasury, and they almost never took over the general monopoly lease of customs. There were a few reasons for this. The first had to do with the above-mentioned changes to the law, and the increasingly restrictive observance of thereof by both treasury officials, as well as Jews themselves. The second seems to be the pauperization of the Jewish population, which is visible especially starting from the second half of the seventeenth century. This meant that less people had the capital necessary to cooperate with the state treasury. 25 A certain role was also played by decentralization, and the rising economic and political importance of magnates. 26 Many Jews chose to work with magnate courts, as they offered better earning potential than central state institutions.
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Terms of Cooperation and Obligations of Lessees
During the period analyzed, official agreements directly transferring the lease of all income to Jews from the state treasury were rarely signed. Only a few such cases can be found in source materials. From 1631 to1633, collection of three-fourths of the newly increased toll tax for water transport was leased to Łazarz and Samuel Mojżeszowicz.
28 In 1661, Łazarz Mojżeszowicz was entrusted with the lease of both the auctio subsidiorum toll tax (imposed that same year), and the newly increased toll tax. Interesting is the fact that direct contracts were also signed with Jews in the second half of the seventeenth century and in the eighteenth century, when such practices were prohibited by Sejm law. For example, in 1689, King Jan III Sobieski leased all income from old tolls to his factor and secretary, Eliasz Izaakowicz, and Icyk Zelmanowicz. 30 In 1720, royal factor Pinkas Izaakowicz was entrusted with the old toll tax. 31 In 1704, royal factor Berens Leyman (Berendt Lehmann) was a lessee of all income from old and newly increased tolls.
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It was also rare and exceptional for a single toll chamber to be transferred to a lifelong lease. In 1698, a lifelong lease of writing duties at the toll chamber in Dyneburg (now Daugavpils in Latvia) was entrusted to treasury factor Irsz Izraelowicz, who for sixteen years prior had diligently administrated various taxes from the state treasury. The privilege granted to him by the Royal Chancellery gave him the right to lifelong occupation as a toll chamber writer, and enjoyment of all the related benefits.
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Specific obligations were imposed on Jewish toll collectors. The contract signed by Łazarz Mojżeszowicz indicates that he was obliged to collect tolls according to customs regulations. He was also obliged to keep toll registers which were to be returned to the treasurer after the expiration of the lease. That Jews were obliged to keep and return detailed customs registers is worth emphasizing, as their Christian counterparts did not always have to do so. 34 Yet exactly why is difficult to determine. It may indicate a slightly lower position of Jewish lessees, who it seems were not fully trusted, and therefore had to prove their work. The duties of Eliasz Izaakowicz and Icyk Zelmanowicz were described in less detail, as they were only obliged to organize collection. They were also given the right to establish and staff their own toll chambers. on Pinkas Izaakowicz, who for three years was granted the right to execute the toll tax and employ toll chamber writers-both Christian and Jewish.
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Administrators of monopoly leases were obliged to pay predetermined sums to the treasury, which did not always reflect actual collection. Payments were made in installments, most often biannually, and the sums managed by general toll collectors were significant. For example, the newly increased customs tax owed to the state treasury by the Mojżeszowiczs in 1630 was 54,000 złotys. In 1631, they owed 50,000 złotys for lease of the same tax. For lease of the noble customs tax from the period of 1631-1632, they paid 57,500 złotys. In the mid-1630s, income from customs rose significantly, and in 1634, the Mojżeszowiczs paid 100,000 złotys.
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General lease administrators were not always able to fulfill all of their obligations. In certain situations, such as wars or plagues, some of what they owed was amortized. For example, in 1631, the Mojżeszowicz brothers had 24,000 złotys amortized due to pestilential air. It also occurred that collectors settled payments with the treasury many years after their leases expired. For instance, in 1662, the successors of the Mojżeszowiczs were in arrears with a payment of 86,952 złotys to the treasury, 76,952 of which was amortized. At the same session of the Sejm, 2,000 złotys in late payments for the newly increased customs tax was paid. Both of these settlements concerned leases from the 1650s and 1660s.
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Resolutions of the Lithuanian Vaad also imposed obligations on Jewish toll collectors. Jewish sources indicate that general toll collectors were treated as representatives of the Jewish community who should use their high position in Christian society to protect their fellow believers. Anna Michałowska-Mycielska argues that Jewish toll collectors were obliged to collect smaller fees from Jewish merchants. At the same time, they were instructed to exact greater fines from Jewish smugglers than from Christian smugglers, some of which would be used for charity purposes.
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Entrustment of all toll income to one person was rather atypical. It seems that only very few people were able to pay the large sum required to lease these taxes, and were in a good enough standing with the king or treasurer to attempt to do so. Indirect lease was thus much more common. 41 There were also cases in which toll chambers were leased to completely foreign persons, who themselves proposed cooperation. In 1694, Jerzy Sowicki, superintendent of the chamber in Pińsk, filed a complaint about Jews Marek Jakubowicz and Gierszon Beniaszewicz, who insisted they share in his business and lease the chamber. Then, after concluding a contract, they failed to fulfill their obligations.
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The obligations of Jews who signed leases with official administrators were usually the same as those of general administrators, but were limited to only one toll chamber. Contracts obliged Jews to organize the technicalities of collection. In return for transfer of the monopoly lease, they paid a fee to the official treasury administrator. Also, when signing agreements, they would typically give promissory notes for specified amounts to the official lessee. Throughout the duration of the contract, they were obliged to buy back their obligations at predetermined intervals-usually a few times per year. The amount of these payments depended on a couple of factors-above all, how profitable the toll chamber was 43 and the duration of the contract. The differences in the amounts that Jews paid for specific leases were significant. For instance, Izrael Lejzorowicz had to pay Niemcewicz 400 złotys for the lease of old toll taxes. 44 Despite the fact that the contract did not say exactly which chambers would be leased, the small fee paid by the sub-lessee indicates that only a single, not-so-profitable chamber was leased. Mojżesz Fajtelewicz, who leased two toll chambers in Mohylew (now Mogilev in Belarus) and Dzisna, and all sub-chambers 42 Protestacja Jerzego Sowickiego. 43 The northern trade chambers were more profitable compared to their counterparts on east-west trade routes. Filipczak-Kocur, "Cła litewskie," 98. 44 Protestacja Jerzego Sowickiego.
of the auctio subsidiorum tax from Władysław Wołowicz, governor of the Witebsk region, was obliged to pay 21,178 złotys from 1665 to 1667 for withdrawing from the lease. This high fee shows that the lease was expected to generate significant income. 45 Jewish sub-lessees were not in contact with the state treasury, and settlement of payments therewith was the obligation of the official contractor.
Lease Profitability
The lease of state income was a lucrative occupation, yet it is difficult to estimate the earnings of individual administrators. We only know how much the treasury earned on a given tax; but not how much was actually collected. There was a general belief that administrators earn significantly more than they pay to the treasury. Existing information only shows the scale of the income. For example, in 1592, Lew Sapieha had to collect 132,000 złotys in old toll tax.
46 From 1676 to 1678, the expected profit from newly increased tolls was 166,000 złotys. 47 Only the main income administrators-who leased the entire income-were able to earn so much. Income from sub-leases was significantly lower. These disproportions are indicated by the above-mentioned differences in rent payments for individual leases. Toll income varied from year to year, and was largely influenced by the country's economic situation. During wars, especially in the mid-seventeenth century, when economic life in the GDL was almost brought to a complete halt, this influence was much less significant than during times of peace and prosperity. The profitability of toll taxes was also reduced by tax exemptions issued by the king to various social groups.
Jewish toll collectors earned additional income for thwarting smugglers. If they caught someone trying to smuggle something, they had the right to either half or one-third of the smuggled goods depending on the nature of their agreement. The rest had to be given to the treasury. It is well known that members of the highest financial elite directly leasing state income over a large area accumulated substantial wealth.
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However, sources are silent on exactly how much the sub-administrators earned. Yet we should bear in mind that Jews working with the state treasury were a diverse group in terms of wealth-some were rich, but not all.
Toll Chamber Staff
In the eighteenth century, the tasks of state income administrators were described as such:
[Administrators] shall have at every toll chamber dispatchers, assistants, and other persons necessary for the execution of toll collection, including superintendents to verify all calculations for income and expenses, and agents to facilitate the handling of legal issues and more complicated affairs. All of these persons shall be provided with the tools necessary for the execution of their work, and shall sign agreements outlining their responsibilities therein.
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Also necessary in toll chambers were writers, and examiners of goods brought by merchants. The Lithuanian Treasury did not have a specific group of employees working in toll chambers. The treasurer, who was responsible for leasing income, did not at all interfere with how administrators collected it. This meant that administrators always decided who was employed and how work was organized, regardless of whether they were Jews or Christians. 51 Unfortunately, there are not too many source materials that describe how work was organized in toll chambers leased by Jews. But we do know that they most often staffed their chambers with other Jews, who were usually part of a family unit. Sons and other relatives worked alongside the father, who was usually the head administrator. For example, in 1654, the tobacco tax at the chamber in Mohylew was leased by Zusman 52 It is also important to note that these family units would for years lease either one and the same toll chamber, or several chambers in close proximity to one another. The occupation was usually passed down from one generation to the next. For example, in 1670, Ilia Mowszewicz, a Jew from Suraż, was accused by the mayor and the entire Witebsk magistrate of not following arrangements concerning the collection of tolls from Witebsk merchants which had been made with his father, the previous administrator of the same chamber.
53 Michał Gordonowicz, after leasing the chamber in Jurbork with his father in 1705, went on to become the superintendent of the chamber in Dyneburg in 1717.
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Nevertheless, toll chambers were not always staffed by a single family, as Jewish toll collectors also employed other fellow believers. 55 Not much is known about this type of cooperation, but available information indicates that employers were eager to employ members of the provincial Jewish elite. One example was Icek Boruchowicz, a writer at the Pińsk toll chamber who was hired by Łazarz Mojżeszowicz in the 1640s. 56 Yet many Jewish toll chamber employees are known from just a single document. We know only their names, and that they did not belong to the provincial or local elite. Among them were Jews Hirsz Izraelowicz and Aszor Aronowicz. In 1688, they and their employer, Lejba Zusmanowicz, were accused of irregularities in the collection of tolls. Aside from the fact that they worked in toll chambers, we know nothing about them.
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There were also cases in which Jews either went into business with Christians, or hired Christians as chamber writers. In 1717, Michał Gordonowicz, the Jewish superintendent of the Dyneburg toll chamber, together with his associates, Stanisław Januszewicz and another man named Babecki, were accused of improper toll collection. 58 Unfortunately, we do not know who they were and what work they performed in the toll chambers.
In some cases, Jewish-Christian business relationships were necessary due to the Jews' insufficient knowledge of the Polish language, which was essential for keeping all toll registers. Employing Christians in toll chambers could also prevent accusations of insulting Christianity by improper treatment of the cross, which was essential for taking oaths from merchants. In the Crown, such accusations led to the prosecution and bankruptcy of royal factor and toll collector Jakub Becal.
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Aside from hiring technical personnel, superintendents were also responsible for maintenance of buildings, bridges, and other constructions belonging to their chambers. Some Jews even erected their own tax collection buildings. For example, in Jurbork, "one toll house of the royal treasury, which was built at the expense of toll collectors and writers," was exempt from paying its municipal dues on the basis of a privilege for Jews.
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Toll collectors sometimes incurred other costs as well. Michał Gordonowicz's settlements from the lease of the toll chamber in Vilna from the period of 1708-1709 include "the expense of collecting the royal toll from Mr. Przeździecki," the costs of the courtiers and trumpeters employed when the lease was taken over, and the costs of stamp production.
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Though the issue is particularly interesting, we can only imagine what everyday work was like in toll chambers, as there is not much source information available. For this reason, the question of how Jewish toll collectors were able to combine rigorous religious rules with duties imposed by contracts signed with the state treasury or magnate patrons will have to remain unanswered. Yet we must realize that this type of work may have caused them many problems, and wonder how they balanced professional obligations with Jewish holidays, and how they dealt with non-kosher goods carried by merchants. It is certain that in places where Jews worked alongside Christians, the latter could take on many responsibilities. But it seems that some toll chambers were staffed only by Jews. Source materials only show that Jewish languages were used on a daily basis. This is indicated by annotations and calculations in the Hebrew alphabet in the margins of toll registers from the beginning of the eighteenth century.
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Conflicts
The work of Jewish toll collectors was the subject of much controversy. The topic was often discussed in the press, at sejmik forums, etc. Usually, Jews were accused of usurping power over Christians by working in toll chambers. But these accusations are only visible in public writings. In the trials I am personally familiar with, Jews were never actually charged for such specific infractions. Indeed, these trials generally took place for totally different reasons.
Jews were both accusers and the accused. There were many matters brought before the assessor's court or the Treasury Tribunal in which Jewish toll collectors accused others of smuggling or unfounded receipt of toll exemptions from the Royal Chancellery. The guilty were usually convicted and ordered to return any due amounts to the treasury. It is necessary here to underline that in these trials, the Jews represented the treasury authorities, and worked to their benefit by demanding payment of owed taxes. In the majority of the trials, the position of Jewish toll collectors was further strengthened by the fact that they worked directly alongside their principals, i.e. representatives of the treasury or official (Christian) lessees depending on their contract. What's more, Christians actually initiated trial proceedings in the name of Jewish collectors. 63 For instance, in the 1650s, Samuel Salomonowicz and Wulf Izaakowicz, toll collectors from Mohylew, goods and bringing financial losses to their owners. This is illustrated by the case of Zelik Jozelewicz, a toll chamber writer, who was accused in 1721 by a man named Więckowicz of stalling wagons with goods to sell for an entire week. 69 Toll collectors responsible for inspecting smuggled goods were also subject to accusations of theft. In 1748, Princess Barbara Radziwiłł, née Zawisza, accused Abel Abrahamowicz, Jankiel Lejbusiewicz, and Hirsz of "violently taking of wagons, horses, money, and all other things belonging to her servants" in the toll chamber.
70 Merchants from cities who were able to procure tax exemptions accused Jews of not honoring them. In 1688, the authorities of Kowno (now Kaunas in Lithuania) accused Lejba Zusmanowicz and his employees of collecting tolls on "natural honey, fresh fish, hops, flax, and glass"-all items which were exempt from toll collection. Toll collectors were also accused of receiving "ad male narrate" privileges from the Royal Chancellery, which cancelled out the previously-existing rights of Kowno merchants to all tax exemptions. 71 Most of these trials ended unfavorably for Jewish toll collectors. They usually had to return toll payments, cover court costs, and compensate for losses incurred by the merchants.
There were also cases in which Jewish collectors were accused of not settling payments with the treasury, embezzling money collected for taxes, or usurping undue power. A good example of this is the trial of an unnamed Jewish tobacco tax collector, who "collects from merchants in unmarked and unofficial places, lawlessly issues confirmations without treasury stamps, and makes agreements with peasants." 72 The outcomes of trials in which Jewish toll collectors were accused of irregularities in their work were influenced by the fact that they did not appear before the court as treasury officials enforcing payments, but as employees of the treasury administration who failed to perform their duties or abused their positions. 
